The small hydrophobic (SH) gene of North American turkey AMPV-C does not attenuate nor modify host tropism in recombinant European duck AMPV-C.
Subgroup C Avian Metapneumoviruses (AMPV-C) has two lineages, one mostly in turkeys and one mostly in ducks. To investigate the molecular basis of AMPV-C host tropism, a reverse genetics system for a duck AMPV-C virus was developed. A recombinant copy and a recombinant virus in which the SH protein had been exchanged for that of a turkey AMPV-C were rescued. No change in cytopathogenic effect or replication profile in vitro were observed for either virus compared to the wild type. In SPF Muscovy ducks the wild type and its recombinant copy were equally pathogenic. Exchanging the SH in the recombinant copy produced the same results. In SPF turkeys, neither recombinant virus was pathogenic, although both showed a low level of replication. Thus, from the current model, it appears that AMPV-C SH proteins derived from the different species are compatible and that turkey SH does not affect duck AMPV-C pathogenicity.